WORLD LANGUAGES
Book List

Please look forward to class confirmations three to four days prior to your class. We suggest that you wait to purchase your book/materials until receiving your confirmation.

Chinese

Course: Chinese Conversation and Culture
Required text: Integrated Chinese Level 1, Part 1
Author: Yuehua Liu
Publisher: Cheng & Tsui Company, Inc.

French

Course: French for Travelers Level 1
Author: Rudi Kost/Robert Valentin
Publisher: Barron’s
ISBN: 0764122819

Italian

Course: Italian for Travelers Level 1
Required text: Italian in 10 Minutes a Day or Italian in 10 Minutes a Day with Audio CDs
Author: Kershul
Publisher: Bilingual
ISBN: 1931873062

Course: Italian for Travelers Level 2
Required Text: Lean Italian the Fast and Fun Way
Author: Marcel Danesi
ISBN: 978-0764125300

Spanish

Course: Spanish for Travelers Level 1 (Everett)
Required text: Spanish in 10 Minutes a Day or Spanish in 10 Minutes a Day with Audio CDs
Author: Kershul
Publisher: Bilingual ISBN: 1931873860
Course: Spanish for Travelers Level 1 (Bothell)
Required text: Basic Spanish Grammar, Sixth edition Author: Jarvis Lebredo Mena-Ayllon
Publisher: Heinle
ISBN: 978-0395962978

Course: Spanish Level 1
Required text: Spanish in 10 Minutes a Day With Audio CDs.
Author: Kershul.
ISBN: 978-1-9318-7386-4
Notes: The same textbook will be used for Levels 1 and 2

Course: Spanish for Healthcare Workers
Required text: Spanish for Healthcare
Authors: Patricia Rush, Patricia Houston
Publisher: Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
ISBN: 0 -13-040946-4

Course: Spanish for Human Resources
Required text: Spanish for School Personnel
Authors: Patricia Rush, Patricia Houston